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Abstract 

The general belief that single precision floating point numbers have always at least seven significant 
decimal digits on short word computers such as IBM is erroneous. Seven significant digits are required 
however for representing the energy variable in nuclear cross-section data sets containing sharp p-
wave resonances at 0 Kelvin. It is suggested that either the energy variable is stored in double 
precision or that cross-section resonances are reconstructed to room temperature or higher on short 
word computers. 

Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to alert users of 32 bits/word computers of potential pitfalls they can 
be lured into when they assume that single precision floating point numbers can reproduce correctly 
numbers up to at least 7 decimal digits. 

The energy range for neutron and photon evaluated data files of current use covers the interval 
of 10 5 to 2 • 107 eV. Some of the cross-section data in these evaluations contain very detailed 
resonance structures (U-238 has ~ 400 s-wavt and ~ 1200 p-wave resonances in JEF-2), which w^sn 
restored to pointwise, linearly interpolate form require for 0 Kelvin at least 7 significant decimal 
digits for the energy variable. Doppler broadening to 300 Kelvin or higher, a phenomenon that 
increases entropy, not only reduces the number of energy points required as compared to 0 Kelvin, 
but may also reduce the need for precision from 7 to 6 digits in many evaluations. 

While there is plenty of precision available on computers such as CDC and CRAY for single precision 
floating-point variables, only half this amount is available on IBM, VAX, UNIVAC and others. 

Decimal Precision 

The precision of a floating-point number is determined by the length of the mantissa and the storage 
mode. 32 bits/word floating-point variables have in most computers one bit for the sign, seven bits 
for the exponent and 24 bits for the mantissa. There are essentially storage modes: hexadecimal or 
binary. 

Binary mantissas (ex. on DEC-VAX) use always all 24 bits; hexadecirral mantissas (ex. on IBM) 
ir stead use from 21 to 24 bits depending on the value represented. As a consequence the binary 
storage mode has on average a slightly higher precision than the hexadecimal mode but has a 
siorter exponent range instead. (Hexadecimal mode range: ~ 10~7 5 - 1075; binary mode range: 
- lO" 3 8 - 103 8 ). 
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Fig. 1 and 2 show the significant decimal digits floatingpoint numbers have in the exponent range 
of interest for the energy variable representation for both hexadecimal and binary mode. One can 
observe that the number of decimal digits is fluctuating between 6 and 8 for hexadecimal mode and 
that it is slightly higher for the binary mode but none of the modes ensures a precision of seven 
decimals over the full exponent range. 

Table 1 lists examples as to how hexadecimal floating-point numbers are mapped onto a decimal 
base in two critical exponent ranges. 

Fig. 3 shows for the exponent range under consideration the probability that a floating-point number 
has a given number of decimal digits for an IBM computer. The probabilities form discrete lines 
which can be derived from Fig. 1. An enveloping curve has been added for guiding the eye. The 
most probable precision is log^gl6 ~ 7.2. Older IBM manuals claimed that this is the precision 
on IBM for the single precision floating-point variables. Instead the probability of having at least 
7 decimal digits for IBM ~ 87 % as shown in Fig. 4. Only about 50 % of IBM single precision 
mantissas use all 24 binary bits. 

Significant Figures: SIGFIG routine 

One of the important and often used routines in NJOY is SIGFIG which among other things rounds 
or cuts off floating-point nunbers, in whichever storage mode they may be, to NDIG decimal digits. 
This routine runs correctly on long-word computers (CDC, CRAY etc.) for as many as 10 decimal 
digits but only for NDIG up to 6 on short-word computers (IBM, VAX etc.); NDIG = 7 however may 
cause problems in some exponent ranges. For these a computer dependent routine can solve most 
of the remaining problems, but requires in great part double precision arithmetic. 

Such a revised routine was prepared for IBM and was benchmarked. A necessary condition for the 
correct performance of SIGFIG is that the number it processes remains unchanged after the first run 
through 

i.e XO=SIGFIG(X,NDIG,0) 

X1=SIGFIG(X0,NDIG,0) 

X2=SIGFIG(X1,NDIG,0) 

X3=SIGFIG(X2,NDIG,0) 

etc. 

X0=X1=X2=X3= etc. 

Due to the complex storage mode in use on DEC-VAX for floating-point variables no equivalent 
routine as for IBM has been programmed yet. 

An obvious solution one could envisage would be to move to double precision for the energy variable 
in NJOY for short-word computers. This would require however a major introduction of IBM or VAX 
specific coding. 

Conclusion 

It is recommended that whenever users have access to long-word computers they should use these 
for running NJOY. They would run the program in a computing environment very similar to the one 
on which it was designed. IBM users can use the revised SIGFIG routine. Whenever it is reasonable 
NDIG=6 should be used on short-word computers. This is acceptable for data Doppler broadened 
to room temperature except for some even-even actinides (ex. Th-232, U-238 etc.) 
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Table 1. Examples of Hexadecimal —» Decimal Representation on IBM 

Hexadecimal 

3FFFFFF7 
F8 
F9 
FA 
FB 
FC 
FD 
FE 
FF 

40100000 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

44FFFFFB 
FC 
FD 
FE 
FF 

45100000 
01 
02 
03 

Decimal 

0 06249997 

8 

9 

0.06250000 
0.06250000 

06 
12 
18 
24 
30 
36 
42 

65535 98 

.99 

65536.00 
65536.05 

.13 
19 

Comments 

spare hexadecimal 
spare hexadecimal 

spare hexadecimal 

spare hexadecimal 
spare hexadecimal 

Not 
enough 

bits 
for 

seven 
decimal 

digits 

spare hexadecimal 
spare hexadecimal 

spare hexadecimal 

insufficient 
bits 

for 7 decimals 
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Figure 1. Decimal Digits on IBM vs Decimal Exponent Range 
Range : 1.0E-6 1.0E+8 
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Figure 2. Decimal Digits on VAX vs Decimal Exponent Range 
Range : 1.0E-6 1.0E+8 
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Fig. 3 Piobabilit, that an IBM Floating-point Nuniboi has N Decimal Digits 
Range : 1.0E-6 I.OE+8 
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Fig. 4. Probability that an IBM Roating-point Number has N Decimal Digits 
Range . 1.0E-6 1.0E+8 
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